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ST. IGi\IATI Ts· COLLEGE, 19oo- r9o1. 
PROSPECTUS 
OF 
ST. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, 
CLEVf:LA1 D, OHIO. 
• JERSEY STRBBT • 
'l1h is Institutiou, conducted by the Fathers of the 
Society of Jesus, was opened for the reception of day-
scholars on the 6th of September, 1886. It was incor-
porated by the Secretary of State, December 29, 1890, 
conferring on the College the power of giving the 
ordinary degrees. 
'11be Course of Study is the Classical Course, com-
pleted in six years. 
For pupils not sufficiently advanced to enter upon 
the classical studies, a Class of Rudiments has been 
added to the regular course. Applicants for this class, 
however, must be able to read, write, and spell credit-
ably, and in arithmetic th y must know t ile four 
operations with whole numbers, and common fractions. 
As a knowledge of Drawing, Shorthand, and Vocal 
and Instrumental Music can not fail to be of importance 
to some, these studies, too, are open to all students. 
'Jlho Object of tho Classical Cour e is to give the 
student a thorough, liberal education. It has been 
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found by long experience that this is the oil!)' Course 
~vhich harmoniously and fully develops all the faculties 
of the mind, exercises the memory, cultivates a habit 
of reflecting. forms a correct taste, and teaches the 
, student the best use of his powers. This Cours pre-
pares the student to excel in any pursuit, whether 
professional or .commercial. . The Course co!npri~es 
Christian Doctnne, the Latm, Greek, and Enghsh 
languages; Rhetoric, Poetry, Elocution, and English 
Literature; Mathematics, Physics, and Chemistry; 
History and Geography; Bookkeeping and Penmanship. 
The degree of A. B. is conferred on those students 
who follow up the six years' Course of Classical and 
Scientific Studies by an additional year's Course of 
Mental Philosophy. 
Owing to th e great importance now attached to a 
knowledge of German, every opportunity is offered to 
the students of perfecting themselves in this language. 
The study of French is optional. 
The Schola. tic Year consists of one session, which 
begins in the first week of September and ends in the 
last week of June, when the Annual Commencement 
and the Distribution of Premiums take place. 
The session is divided into two terms, the first 
ending on the 31st of January and the second in the 
last week of June. 
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GENERAL REGULATIONS. 
Admission. Every student who applies for admis-
sion must furnish testimonials of good moral character. 
He will be examined and placed in that class for which 
his previous attainments have qualified him . 
l .. ear ing the <.:oll ege. Parents who wish to withdraw 
their sons before the end of the session are respectfully 
requested to give due notice of their intention to the 
Prefect f Discipline. Many inconveniences will thus 
be avoided and order secured. On leaving, students 
shoulcl take their books, etc. , with them, as the College 
is not responsible for any articles left behind. 
(;om}Jetition. Frequent written competitions take 
place, the results of which determine the standing of 
the student and the honors of the class. At staled 
times, literary entertainments are given, and premium 
cards awarded to such as have been distinguished for 
good conduct, application, and p roficiency . 
Examinations. Class specimens are given from 
time to time, and examinations are held at t he end of 
each term. 
Promotions depend largely on the final examina 
tions, b ut mainly on the standing in class during the 
preceding year. 
Boarders are not admitted . Respectable boardin g 
houses can be recom mended by the College authorities 
to students from the country. 
-)-
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FEES AND EXPENSES. 
· tl payable in advance, Tuition per quarter, stnc y 
IO.OO. 
For Library, etc., per quarter, ·o . 2 5 · 
EXTRA CIIARGES. 
Shorthand per quarter, .. :1. 25. 
Drawing per quarter, -. 1.25. 
Diploma, 5 .oo. 
Books and Stationer)' are furnish ed by the College 
at current prices. 
Dinner can be provided daily at the College at a 
moderate charge. 
Damages to College property will be repaired at 
the expense of the offender. 
N. B. - Bills will be sent in the beginning of each 
quarter, viz.: In the beginning of September, in the 
middle of November, in the beginning of February, 
and in the middle of April. 
SPECIAL REGULATIONS. 
Home Study. Parents are expected to insist on 
their sons' indispensable duty of home study. It is 
utterly impossible to accomplish the work laid out for 
each year unless the students devote at least two or 
three hours daily to private study at home. 
Attendance. Punctual attendance is earnestly rec-
ommended. Illness is, generally speaking, the only 
excuse for staying away. Parents are regularly 
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informed of the non-attendance of their sons, who, in 
the case of absence, are invariably required to bring a 
note of excuse to the· Prefect of Discipline. If parents 
do not insist on home study and punctual attendance, 
they need not be astonished if their sons disappoint 
their expectations. 
Religious Training. The Moral and Religious 
'I raining of the scholars being the most important part 
of education. the students are required to be present at 
:Mass every day, to make the Annual Retreat, and to 
go to the Sacraments at least once a month. 
Poli tene s. Along with the Moral and Mental 
Training, the Faculty lay great stress on the develop-
ment of the manners of perfect gentlemen. For faults 
committed .outside tlte premises, the officers of the Col-
lege are by no means responsible; should, however, any 
serious charge be sufficiently proved, the guilty will 
be punished according to the gravity of the offense. 
Paterual GoYernment. The rules are enforced with 
gentleness combined with firmness, and punishment is 
resorted to only when motives of honor, self-respect, 
and religion fail. 
Report . Weekly reports are given respecting the 
students' conduct, application, attention, and deport-
ment; parents are requested to sign these report and 
to see that they are returned to the College. At the 
end of each term semi-annual reports will be sent to 
the parents to inform them of their sons' proficiency 
in the various branches. 
School Hours. The College is open every morning 
at 7 o'clock sun time. Those who come before the 
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time of class should proceed at once to the study 
hall, and devote the interval to private study. All are 
required to be present five minutes before 8 o'clock, at 
which hour the students hear :\lass. Class begins at 
8: 30 A. :VI., and continues to u M., and r : 1 5 to 3: 30 
P. M. To excuse late arrival, be it on account of great 
distance or what reason soever, special arrangements 
must be made with the Prefect of Discipline. 
Holidays. Thursday is the "·eekly holiday, but 
should there be an extraordinary holiday during the 
week, classes may be continued as usual. Other holi-
days are all holy days of obligation, the national holi-
days, Christmas vacation from December 24th to 
Januar:v 2d, and Easter vacation from \Vedncsday in 
Holy Week to Wednesday in Easter Week. 
School will reopen Tuesday, September 3d, at 8 
.o'clock A. M. 
It is highly important that all the students be 
present on the clay of reopening, as those who come 
late find it difficult to make up for lost time. 
For further information, apply to 
Tm: REY. GODFREY J. SCHULTE, S.]. 
- 8-
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FACULTY. 
REV. C~ODFREY J. SCli CLTE, S.J. . 
l'residrn l- l'rcfect oj ~ludies. 
RE\r. SEBASTIAX HUBER, S.J., 
·econrl .rl cademic-l'refe.;! of Discipline. 
REV. JOHr , PIRH~. S. J., 
J>rofe·ssor of l'htlosoj!hy. 
REY. FRA CIS HAC~G8 EY, S .J.. 
l'rof. of Rlletoric-Director o.f tlte ih'bating Soudy. 
A TIIO Y C·EYSER, S.J ., 
Professor of Poetry and Geno af Literature. 
REV. JOH r I. ZAH£.1, S.J., 
Prof. of English Literature and .1/atlumatzcs-Dzrector of 
tl1e College Choir. 
REV. ANTH01 Y HART:JIAN .l , S.J., 
Professor of Humanities. 
~IICHAEL L"GTZ, .J., 
First Acadenuc. 
REV. FREDERICK L . ODEKBACH, S.J., 
Pro_l<'->sor of Pltyszcs and Clumistry-Curator of .l/useu1n-Dirator 
of flu .1/eteoro fogica/ Oburvatory. 
GREGORY A HE, S.J., 
Professor of Eng fzslt and Sho1·t lzand . 
vVILLIA:J<I ENGELEN, S.J., 
Professor of ,l/allte11/.alz{:s and History-Professor of Drawing. 
ST. IG TATIU" COLLEGE. 1900- 190r. 
EDWI T \\' AIBEL, S.J ., 
Third Acadt'mz'c, Division A-Professor of Frenclt. 
FRA TCIS X. TEBRICII, S.J .. 
Third A cadt•mic. Division H. 
GEORGE E . RUE P PEL, S .J ., 
Professor of .l/alhnnalzi·s-Projt'.'sor of Hooi.·A·,•,p;i;_~: and 
Pmmanship-- A ssz'slanl Prefect . 
F RA CIS X. MISCHLER, .. J. , 
Class of R11dzimnls. 
F RAXCIS X. BUEMAN:\1' , S.J., 
A sst's tan! Prtjt'cl and Teacher. 
ANTHONY HO EHXE, S.J ., 
Assz'stant Pn:fcct and 7i· JCh r r . 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES. 
REV. GODFREY J. SCHULTE, S. J., President. 
REV. ::\1ATTI IEW PETERS, S. J. 
REV. SEBASTIAN HUBER, S. J. 
REv. jom-1 J. ZAITl\1, S. J., Secretary. 
REV. VICTOR SCHEPPACH, S. J. 
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THE 
O'CALLAGHAN SC.HOLARSI-IIPS. 
REv. E. ~I. o·CALLA<:IIA;\1, Pastor of St. Colman's, 
Cleveland, 0., founded two scholarships for two boys 
studying for the priesthood. The holders thereof will 
b~selected by the Pastor of St. Colman 's. 
THE 
ST. ALOYSIUS SCHOLARSI-IIPS . 
. 
These scholarships, five in number, were founded 
by a friend of the College, who wishes his name to 
remain unknown. 
. A scholarship consists in a donation of r,ooo.oo. The annual 
mcome of this capital, put out at interest, will cover the tuition of one 
student for one year. 'cholarl>hips are applied to descrYing students 
<>nly. 
-12 -
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COURSES OF STUDY. 
Pre paratory D e p a rtme u t. 
Rudtmeuts . 
Christian Doctrine- Deharbe's Large Catechism. 
Sacred History - The Ne w Te tament. Practical In-
structions. 
E nglislt- Etymology repeated. Select parts of Syntax. 
Explanation, Repetit ion, Imitation of select 
pieces of the Reader. Grammatical Exercises. 
Spelling, :Memorizing, and Declaiming. Easy 
Compositions. 
Latin- General knowledge of the Parts of Speech, 
with the most obvious rules. \Vritten exercises. 
A ritlmutic - Common Fractions repeated . Decimal 
Fractions. Compound Numbers. 
Geograplty - General 1 otions. Eastern and '\V estern 
Hemispheres . 
. Pmmansltip aud Drawing. 
ST. IGNAri IUS' COLLEGE, 1900 190 1. 
CLASSICAL COURSE. 
FIRST YEAR. 
Thlrd Acade mic. 
Cltristian Doctrine- Dcharbe's Large Catechism. Prac-
tical Instruction. 
[atin- Schultz's Crammar and Exercises. Etymology 
as far as the Irregular Perfects and Supines. 
Daily Oral and \V ri tten Exercises in Translating 
and Sentence building. 
h'nglislt- Syntax Complete. Spelling: Definitions. 
Reader: pieces explained, imitated, declaimed. 
Composition: Reproduction and Invention of 
Simple 1 arralives. 
, / ritlwtctic- Percentage: The Three Cases. Practical 
Application of Percentage. 
/ 1/gebra- The Four Fundamental Operations. Fac-
toring. 
History- Ancient History. 
Gt'ograplty- \Yestern Hemisphere; Detailed Geography 
of the United States. 
Pmma11sltip- Daily Exercise. 
Bookkeeping. 
SECOND YEAR. 
Second Academic. 
Cltrist ian Doctrine- Deharbe's Large Catechism. Prac-
tical Instructions. 
Latin - Schultz's Grammar and Exercises. Etymology 
complete. 'yntax as far as the use of the 
Dative Case. I epos: Four or five Generals 
read , reproduced, and imitated. 
- rs--
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Greek- 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Declensions. 
Englislz- Spelling: Definitions. ~~alysis of Sc~~ences 
continued. Paragraph wntmg. Quaht1es of 
Style. Reader: pieces explai~1e~, imitated, 
declaimed. Composition: Descnphve and Com-
plex Narrative. 
A r£tlzmetic- Complete. 
Algebra- Fractions. Simple Equations with 
three unknown quantities. InvoluUon. 
tion . 
HistorJ'- Ancient History continued. 
Geograplzy -Eastern Hemisphere. 
THIRD YEAR. 
First AcadeJulc. 
two and 
E,·olu-
Clzristian Doctrine - Deharbe's Large Catechism. P rac-
tical Instructions. 
Latin- Schultz 's Grammar and Exercises as far as Sub-
junctive with Conjunctions. Ccesar: De Bello 
Gallico explained in Latin, transla ted, r epro-
duced, and imitated. Latin Conversation. 
Greek - Grammar and Exercises a far as the Y erbs 
in mi. 
Englz'slz- Coppens' English Rhetoric, Books I - III. 
Reader: pieces explained, imitated, declaimed; 
biographical sketches of their authors. Com-
position: Figures. Paraphrasing. Historical 
Essays. 
Mat/zematics- Algebra : Quadratic Equations. Geom-
etry: Angles, Triangles, Polygons. 
History - Ancient History completed. 
-16 -
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FOURTH YEAR. 
Hnl'Uanltles . 
; ,_·<Jldcnccs of Religion- V\Tilmers' Hand-book. 
Latin- chultz's Grammar and Exercises complete . 
Latin Prosody. Selections from Cicero, Livy, 
vid's Metam. Explained in Latin; translated. 
Latin Conversation. Translations from English 
into Latin. Original Composition. 
Grce!.: - Grammar and Exercises: Verbs in mi: Irreg-
ular Verbs; Syntax as far as Prepositions. 
Xenophon: Selections from Anabasis Explained 
in Latin: Translated into Latin and English . 
Engl£s!t- Coppens' English Rhetoric, Book IV . Shake-
speare's Julius Ccesar, Scott's Lady of the Lake, 
Byron's Childe Harold, Goldsmith's Deserted 
Village, Longfellow's Evangeline, and other 
poems . Composition: Essays on subjects con-
nected with the above models. 
lllatltematics- Algebra: 
Geometry: Plane 
Geometry. 
History- )fiddle Ages. 
Ratio; Proportion. Series. 
Geometry complete. Solid 
FIFTH YEAR. 
Poetry. 
Evzdenccs of Relz'gion - vVilmers' Hand-book. 
Latin- Du Cygne's Ars Rhetorica, lib. III. Latin 
Grammar revised. Cicero in Cati linam I, III, 
IV. Orations. Selections fro m Vergi l 's LEneid 
and Georgics . Latin Essays and Latin Explana-
tion of Lat in and Greek Authors. 
17 -
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Greek-Grammar and Exercises: yntax complete. 
Selections from Plato's Apologia and Homer 's 
Odyssey. . 
Englz'slz-Coppens' English Rhetonc, \ and :'I. 
English Literature: The Three Last Centunes. 
Milton's Paradise Lost. hakespeare's Macbeth. 
Composition: Poems; Essays Critical and Ex-
planatory. 
JV!atltematics- Algebra repeat.;d. Plane Trigonometry. 
Natural Pltilosop!ty- Physics and Chemistry. 
History - :\Iodern History. 
SIXTII \'E.\R. 
Rhe toric. 
Evzdmccs of Religi(Jn - Wi lmers' Hand-book. 
R!tetoric - Du Cygne's Ars Rhetorica, lib . I, II. 
:\Iodels from Cicero, Demo thenes, Burke, Pitt, 
Fox, Webster, and Junius' Letters. Exercises 
in speaking, composing, and in criticism. 
Latin- Cicero's pro Lege Yfanilia, pro Milone, pro 
Ligario. Horace : Selections from Odes, a tires, 
Epistles, Ars Poetica. Original Compositions 
and Translations. Latin Explanation of Latin 
and Greek Authors. 
Greek- Demosthenes' Olynthiacs; Sophocles· Anti-
gone; Selections from Homer's Iliad. 
Englz's!t Literature- The Early Period of English 
Literature. Chaucer's Prologue to the Canter-
bury Tales. Spenser's Fairy Queen. Shake-
speare and his contemporaries. American 
Literature. Specimens of British and American 
- 18-
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Orators. Original Compositions, Oratorical and 
Poetical. Essays in Criticism. 
J1atlzcmat£cs- Spherical Trigonometry . 
Natural P!tt'!osoplzy- Physics and Chemistry. 
History- il1odern History completed . Selected Peri-
ods of General History. 
SEVE:\Tii YEAR. 
PhtlO>iOpby. 
Jim tal Plzzlosop!ty- Logic. General and Special Meta-
physics. 
Jl.-iora! Plulosoplzy- Ethics and atural Law. 
11/ atltcmatics- Analytical Geometry . 
.Astronom;'. 
Politt'ca! EconOIIl)' . 
Pltysio!ogy. 
General Literature and .rEstlzctics. 
EH~IITII YE.\ R. 
Post-Graduate CourRe. 
Etlzics and Po!£tira! Economy continued. 
ST. IGNATICS' COLLEGE. t900-190 !. 
THE 
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATORY. 
REV. F. L. ODE:t\BACII, S. J., Director . 
.MR. W. ENGELEN, S.J., \ 
MR. H. LE B LOND, Assistants. 
MR. J. KOOB, 
GROUND TEMPERATURE OBSERVATIONS. 
The temperature of the atmosphere, the sea, and 
the earth varies with time and place. Atmo pheric 
temperature has received a fair amount of attention the 
world over by the different meteorological bureaus; 
while the hydrographic departments have gathered 
much valuable knowledge concerning the distribution 
of heat and cold in the ocean, the lakes, and rivers . 
Ground temperature has been littl-; studied, though the 
existing observations prove that the material gathered 
is quite as interesting, and may lead to conclusions just 
as practical as that derived from the sea and the atmos-
phere. Of the three temperatures, that of the ground 
is the most regular as to distribution, and the most 
conservative in its changes.· 
Atmospheric temperature changes, we might almost 
say, as does our position on the earth, and it also varies 
-20 -
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from hour to hour, from season to season, and no two 
years show an equal distribution of heat and cold. 
Here in Cleveland it runs up and down the scale, any-
where between r I0° and - 16° F. during the course of a 
single year, and a change of 20° to 30° within an hour 
is not considered at all rare. 
The sea is not so capricious. At the equator the 
temperature is 80° ; from here it diminishes with 
increase of latitude, and in winter is found to be as low 
as 28° in the Arctic region. But only at the surface 
the temperature has such a wide range; deep-sea ther-
mometers show that it diminishes gradually with 
depth, until it reaches 35° or 36° at a depth of about 
IO,ooo feet near the equator; near the poles this tem-
perature line rises more to the surface. Below this 
line the temperature seems to be nearly constant. 
Ground temperature is still more regular in its 
distribution, horizontally as well as vertically; prob-
ably because there are no arctic and equatorial currents 
to interfere with it. At a depth of a few inches the 
diurnal fluctuations of atmospheric temperature have 
very little if any influence. It may vary, however, 
from day to day, and from season to season. At a 
depth of from 6o to 8o feet, also this fluctuation ceases 
and the thermometer remains stationary. This depth, 
which varies somewhat with latitude and the composition 
of the earth 's crust, has been called " the zone of invari-
able temperature." Below this "zone," temperature 
increases 1° F . for every so to 6o feet of descent. This 
increase of temperature with depth is well illustrated 
by observations from some of the deep coal mines. In 
Rose Bridge Colliery, the deepest mine in England, 
- 21-
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the thermometer stands at 94° F. throughout the year. 
This is at a depth of 2, 845 feet below the surface, and 
shows a rate which, if contin ued down for zo miles, 
would bring us into a temperature of 1,760° F. In 
this mine, the general rate of increase is r ° F. for every 
33 £eet in the 
portions be-
tween 1,815 and 
2,01 3 feet. In 
Dukinfield, near 
Manchester, the 
rate is 1 ° for 
every 83 feet; 
and in outh 
Balgray, Glas-
gow, r 0 for every 
41 feet. 
The tempera-
ture at great 
dept b s is of 
minor import. 
ance com pared 
with that found 
within a depth 
of 4 feet from 
the surface. 
That this tem-
perature has an 
all-important in-fluence On ani- FOt:R· FOOT <;ROvi-!Jl TIIF.R)IOM ETER. 
mal and veo-etable l'f · b 1 e 1S a well-known fact. Of late 
years however, ground temperature has been studied 
-22-
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in connection with the development and progress of 
contagious diseases, and has thus become just as im-
portant as the temperature of the atmosphere. It was 
in view of this fact, that observations of ground temper-
ature were taken up at this observatory, and it is the 
object of this report to show in a general way what use 
can be made of the data by health officers and the med-
ical profession. At the same time, we wish to make 
known that we have these data and that they are at the 
service of any one who wishes to make practical use of 
them. 
The data subjoined were gathered from a ther-
mometer placed 4 feet below the surface of the ground. 
Great care was taken to insulate it from solar radiation 
and atmospheric temperature . For this purpose a 
2-inch steel pipe was sunk into the ground, the lower 
end reaching 4 feet below the surface. The top end 
projects through the bottom of, and 4 inches into, an 
earthenware jar. This projecting part within the jar is 
capped w1th a movable cover made of 2. s-inch steel 
pipe . The jar, in turn, is covered with a lid of earth-
en ware and the whole, which stands even with the 
ground-surface, is covered with a wooden drum. The 
thermometer, which rests at the bottom of the 4-ft . 
shaft, may be pulled up by a chain after the three 
covers haYe been removed. It is incased in a wooden 
tube, exposing only the grading and the mercury 
column; while its bulb has been insulated by a mixture 
of asbestos and carbonate of magnesium, held around 
it by a perforated brass cup . With all these precau-
tional appliances, we are certain of getting a real 
ground temperature. The circulation within the tube 
-23 -
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might seem to create some difficulty, but it was sup-
posed that the warmer air towards the surface would 
not descend, but that it -would Jose its temperature 
where it was, by the conductivity of the steel pipe which 
extended downward into colder r~gions. The insula-
tion of the bulb is so perfect that it may be expo cd to 
the direct rays of the sun for almost half a minute 
before it shows signs of rising; it may therefore be 
read with leisure and without fear of its haYing been 
influenced by the temperature existing above ground. 
Because it is not subject to diurnal variations, it has 
been read at 8 A. M. 75 meridian time daily; this 
being the time at which all other observations are 
taken. We at one time thought of exposing a record-
ing thermometer, but found after prolonged observa-
tions, that the curve would not present data of greater 
,-alue than those we are getting. The following table 
gives the means for the different months for the period 
of four years: 
-24-
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1 Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. ?-Ia~j]une July A: !Sep. O:t. 1Xo\·. Det. Mean 
I 8971 44·7 4I.I 43-4 46.8 4().6 57·7 67.8 67.I
1 
(>5·7 ~~_! 54·5
1
50.6 53.6 
189 147· 3 42.2 44.2 47.2 53·4 6 1.4 6(>. 8 (H).I 68.I (>2.II·52·7 43· 5 ~ 
''" ~.I~ " 1 .,., 55·5 ,,,., oo s lo . ""·5 oo' 5'"' .,. SJ·O 
rgoo i4I- 7
1
4I-7 40.7 4(>.(> 55·3 62.I (J7 .3 ~~69. 3 ()4· 9,5 7·~ 49· : 55·5 
r go r • 4 5. 8 4 3-4 4 2 · 4 44. 7 53 3 I · · 1 • • • • • • • 
Means ~·-:;--::- 4(>.4 ~ 6o.8 ~~:s-5 ~ 60.5 55. 2 1~ 54·4 
• 1001 is not included io th~ mean of these two tables. 
For comparison we give the means for atmospheric 
temperature during the sam e period of 4 years . 
j J an. Feb. :--lar. Apr. :--ray June July Au. Sep. Oct+ ov. Det. 1.\leans 
-I 
2g.6 137· 7 
--
---
------- --
I 97 24 46.8,55. 65.5 75· (l8.I 66. ~1412 3I . 49· 7 
-I ----
I8CJ8 30.(> 27.8 42.2 44- 6 5 .8 69·4 74·4 72.6 67.6 52·9 39·3 2 . so. 7 
-- ---I- j_ ---- _, 
I 899 26.3 20. 33-4 49· 6 66.6 6g. 72.2 , 7I. 6 I.3 56. 43·4 29·3 49·8 
-------- ---- -- -
I goo 30. 23.5 26.2 46·3 6o.g 68. ~ 70·4 167. 62. I 41.2 31.2 49·9 
Igor J2 7.3 r -, .. - --
·3 37·2 45·4 56.9 I . I · 
)fma l27. 7 ~- 2 ------,-36·4 46.8 6o.3 62.9 73.6 70.5 65.5 56.7 41.2 29.8 50.2 
I n order to convey an idea of t h e steady march of 
the ground temperature from one season to another we 
present the claily temperatures of February, the cold-
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est, and August, the warmest month, together wrth 
May, which is nearest to the mean of the year. We 
choose for this purpose the year 1900. 
--== :.=...=._ ~ 
l•eb. I Aug. Fell. I May. ~Jay. I Aug. 
.j2.- ·-12· I ~2. 5 5 . 7!. 
2 .j2. 52. I c.s. I '} .p. I ss 5 7!. 3 ·12· 52- 6 . 20 .p. 59· 7!. 
.j .j2 . 52.5 u . 2 [ .j2. 5 . 7!. 
.j2. 52. I 6 . 22 .j2. 5 . 71. 6 .j2. 52. GS . 23 .jl. 5 . 7!. 
.j2. 52. I (, , 2.j 41· 58. 7!. 
.j2. sz. c.s. 5 ~ - .jl. 5 . 
I 
-) 71. 
9 .j2. 52. 6g. ,, zu 4!. 5 . 5 71.5 
10 .j2. 6g.s 52. I 
1/ 
2 7 .jl. ·5 7 I. 5 
II .j2. 52.5 70. 28 .ji. 58. s 72 
12 .j2. 53· 70-5 2 C) 5CJ. f2 . 
13 .j2. 53· 5 70-5 30 5CJ· /2. 
I.j 42. 54· 7I. 31 59· 5 j2. 
I S .j2. 55· /I. 
I (> .j2. s6. ~leans .jl./ 55·3 /0 . /I. 
Ii .j2. 57· /I. 
A general survey of the data d iscovers the follo w-
ing interesting facts: 
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The minimum of the year, as a rule, falls in the 
first week of March, when the temperature begins to 
rise, reaching its maximum in August, and starting on 
its downward course the first part of September. 
All these data form very interesting knowledge 
for inquisitive minds, but would hardly be worth the 
time and trouble they have cost, were it not for the fact 
that, brought into connection with certain theories 
advanced by medical science, they acquire an importance 
which few would suspect, but which the sanitary author-
ities and the medical profession in general will not be 
slow in recognizing, and perhaps (such is our hope) they 
may assist in further clearing up and developing this 
matter which may one day stand side by side in impor-
tance with such theories as disinfection and sterilization. 
Professor Pettenkofer of Munich, a man of the 
highest reputation, at one time ascribed a powerful 
influence in the diffusion of cholera to the ground-water 
of a locality where that disease is prevailing, shallow 
porous soil!'> affording, according to him, special facili-
ties for the reception, development, and distribution 
of the so-called cholera germs. 
nlr. Ernest Hart expressed the opinion that cholera, 
like enteric fever, cholera nostras, or cholerine, 
becomes much more virulent when the ground-tem-
perature at 4 feet reaches the critical point of 56° F. 
As this occurs most readily when the level of subsoil 
water is low, the significance of Pettenkofer's theory 
is at once evident. The fluctuation of subsoil water 
may have a secondary influence, but beyund this it has 
no significance. 
Systematic observations at the meteorological 
- 2/-
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observatory of Manchester, Englan~, have convinced 
Dr. John Tatham, at one tim.e med1cal officer o~ that 
city, and then medical supenntendent .of st~t1st1cs at 
Somerset House, that in accordance w1th v1ews held 
by Dr. Edward Ballard, F. R. S., when the tempera-
ture at the depth of 4 feet below the surface reached 
s6° F., infantile diarrhrea may be expected to beco111e 
epidemic in the city. This critical. or '' temperature 
optimum,'' holds good for enteric fever and cholera as 
well as for diarrhrea. This seemingly wonderful 
dependence between the prevalence of cont3.gious 
diseases and the temperature 4 feet below ground is 
easily explained. 
Contagious diseases, according to the best authori-
ties, are propagated by minute vegetable organisms 
belonging to the class of sltiZOlllJ'Cetes, the third of the 
groups proposed by Mageli. They are fission fungi, 
which produce putrefactive processes. They are very 
small, ranging from .001mm to .oos""ll . Comparing 
them with a drop of water 1·25 of an inch in d iameter, 
we may say that 1 ,ooo must be placed in a line to reach 
across, ancl that such a drop could contain 52 5, ooo, ooo 
individuals. Their shapes vary from that of a minute 
sphere to that of a straight, curved, or twisted cylinder. 
T heir growth is very rapid and propagation takes place 
by means of division . As the immediate result of 
n_ut.ri.tion .an elongation of the cell takes place, theu its 
d1v1~10n 1nto parts; this process being repeated and 
contmued until hundreds of thousands are produced . 
It has been observed that a bacterium may divide once 
every half hour ; at this rate the sum total of all new 
individuals will run into millions of millions within 
the short space of twenty-four hours. 
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These pestilential broods swarm in the air, in the 
water, and enter the ground. 1Iany of them have been 
recognized as the germs of disease . vVe know of a 
cholera, a typhus, a smallpox baccillus, and of many 
others besides producing as many specific diseases. All 
these germs must undergo modification or development 
after they leave the body of an infected person, and 
this is best done in the ground under certain condition: 
of temperature and moisture. The life of a baccillus 
depends on a certain amount of heat and water: so 
dpes its development. For each species of baccillus 
there is a certa£n amount of moisture and a certa£n 
temperature necessary; this temperature has been 
styled the critical, or temperature optimum. 
To sum up all that is so far known regarding this 
matter, we will take Dr. Edward Ballard as our author-
ity. He considers the following facts as well estab-
lished. The subsoil temperat~re is, of all meteorological 
factors, by far the most effective element in the causa-
tion of diarrhoeal prevalence. He constructed for 
London and many other towns in the kingdom a large 
number of charts showing, week by week, for many 
years the earth temperature at a depth of I foot from 
the surface, and at a depth of 4 feet also; each chart 
showing, in addition, the diarrhoeal mortality of the 
corresponding weeks. The general results shown by 
these charts are as follows: 
I. The summer rise of diarrhoeal mortality does 
not commence until the mean temperature recorded by 
the 4-ft. thermometer has risen to somewhere near s6" 
F.; no matter what may have been the temperature 
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prevailing in the atmosphere pre,·ious to that time, or 
recorded by the 1-ft. thermometer. . , 
2 . The maximum diarrhreal mortalny or the year 
is usually observed in th~ week. in which the tempera-
ture recorded by the 4-ft. thermometer at tains its 
weekly maximum. 
3. The decline of diarrhceal mortality coincides 
with the decline of this temperature at 4 feet below the 
surface, and since the change of ground temperature is 
not as rapid as is that of the atmospheric temperature, 
the epidemic may continue long after the atmos]Jhere 
has been cooled down . 
..J. . Atmospheric temperature exerts little if any 
influence on the prevalence of diarrhcea until the 4-ft. 
subsoil thermometer has risen to )6° F.; then its influ-
ence is apparent, but it is a subsidiary one. Minert of 
Dresden, another great authority, hold the same views 
in an article on "cholera infantum. '' 
This short exposition of a matter at once very 
interesting and highly practical will, we trust, serve to 
induce others to take up observations both on ground 
temperature and the prevalence of contagious diseases. 
::.Iuch remains to be done, and the sooner a start is 
made the sooner can we hope to deduce facts which 
may be of immen e value to the whole of mankind. 
LIGHT lNG RECORDER. 
During the past year, we have succeeded in con-
s~ructing an instrument which is able to record light-
mng-flashes. The principle involved is the action of 
Hertz electro-magnetic waves on a Lodge coherer. 
After a number of experiments we found that the 
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apparatus required is very simple, consisting of lhc 
Lodge cohcrer, a sounder, and a relay. 
?-Jo extra decohering instrument and no ground 
connection is necessary. As receiver we have the 
copper cap of the College tower, some 400 to 6oo square 
feet of metal. 
The efficiency of the instrument, as far as we can 
now surmise, is limited only by the horizon given by 
the tower of 1 )O feet and the height of thunderstorms, 
which may be anything from 8oo feet to 2 miles ; then, 
also, by the sensiti,·encss of the cohcrer and the relay. 
We are now using a very simple coherer, furnished 
by 0 . C. Clark of Chicago, and a standard relay of 1 so 
ohms. 
::'{ext year we hope to give a more extensive report 
on the results obtained. 
Our sincere thanks and acknowledgment are due to 
VEK\' REV. FAT II ER UPERIOR JA ·. ROCKLIFF, S.J. 
).lR. G .. TOECKEL, who with his usual liberality 
has undertaken to furnish our library with the best 
German meteorological works. 
).l R. H. TRENKA~rP . 
).lR. W. PLECKE:-<POL. 
The observatories of Havana, Jersey , and Creigh-
ton . 
The U. S. Weather Bureau and Hydrographic 
Office. 
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SOCIETIES. 
SODALITY OF THE ANNUNCIATION OF THE B. V. MARY. 
The Sodality bas been established since Feb. 2 , 1 89 1. 
Its object is to foster in the minds of the slnden ts an 
earnest religious spirit, and especially a lender devotion 
to the (..Jother of God. 
Director. 
REV. JOH:\f I. ZAH~I. S.J. 
Firsr Term. 
ALBERT C. R I ESTER. 
W M. J. RADDATZ. 
F RA CIS J. FIESI~ GER. 
] AME A. ~IcKEN=-<A. 
Officers . 
S econd Term . 
Prefect. 
]A . . ~I. 1 c D ONOUG if. 
Assistauts. 
FRA 'CL J. FI ESI:-<GER. 
WM. ]. RADDA TZ. 
Secretary . 
]AMES A. ~IcKE N A. 
Treasurer. 
JAM ES M . McDoNOUGH. FRA:\'K J. FAFLIK . 
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Consultors. 
CHARLES ROEMER. 
MORTIMER J. 1IEHLING. 
THOMAS J. O'REILLY. 
A DREW J. LAMB. 
EDWARD J. CONRY. 
JOSEPH DREHER. 
FRANK R. ATZBERGER. 
BERNARD J. PATTON. 
JOl-IN MERI CKEL. 
ANDREW J. LAMB. 
EDWARD Co 'RY. 
EDWARD BURKE. 
JAMES BYRNE. 
FRANK J. F AFLIK. 
EDWARD B URKE . 
Sacristans. 
FRANK J. FAFLIK. 
JOHN CASEY. 
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ST. JOHN BERCHMAN'S ALTAR SOCIETY . 
. . FRANCIS X. MTSCIILER, S.J. 
fl1oderator, . · · · · · 
OfficerS• 
Presidmt, . . . 
Vice-President, . 
. FRA 'K J. FAF!.TK . 
. HU BERT LEBLOl\'D . 
JOGUES DEBATING SOCIETY. 
fl1oderator , ... .. . REV. FRANCIS HAGGE ' E\', 
Officers. 
First Term. Second Term. 
President. 
J AMES A. McKENNA. BER ARD J. PATTO . 
Vice-President. 
EDWARD T. CALVEY. CHARLES A. R EJ.\'CK . 
Secretary . 
B ERNARD J. PATTO ' · ALBERT C . RIESTE R. 
Treasurer. 
J OSEPH ~1AERDER . JOSEPH }.1AERDER. 
Committee on Exercises. 
THOMAS G. RI NG. 
F RA K J. FAFLIK. 
CHARLES A. RENO~ . 
FRANK FIES! l\GER . 
MORTIMER F. M EHLING. 
EDWARD T. CALVE\'. 
FRANK R. A TZBERGE R. 
JAMES A . McKEN A. 
RICHARD L.\ :'1113. 
EDWARD A. REI LLY. 
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COLLEGE CECILIA CHOIR. 
The object of the choir is to afford the students an 
opportunity of acquiring a musical culture, to increase 
the solemnity of Divine Service, and to enhance the 
splendor of the various festivals incident to college life. 
Dz'u·ctor, . . . . .. REV. JOHN I. ZAIIM, S.J. 
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CATALOGUE OF STUDENTS. 
ARTHUR, GRA~T A. 
ATZBERGER, FRANK A. 
I3ACH, WILLIAM 
BAUMEISTER, FRA~K 
BECK, HE RY 
BECKER, JUSTIN J. 
BELLE, CHARLES P. 
BERENDSEJ , BERNARD 
BLUME THAL, JOSEPH J. 
BOHLKE! ' CHARLES 
BRADY, RAYMOND 
BRASSEL, WILLIAM A. 
BRUEN! 1G, LEO 
BUERMANN , GEORGE J. 
BURKE, EDWARD J. 
BYRNE, JAMES A. 
BYR ES, WILLIAM 
CAHILL, EDWARD L. 
CALLAHAN, CLIFFORD 
CALLAHAN, NORMAN F. 
CALVEY, EDWARD T. 
CARABELLI, j OSEPH CH. 
CASEY, JOHN E. 
CHALOUPKA, ALOYSIUS V. 
COLLINS, NEIL 
CO~RY, EDWARD B. 
C o x , PETER F. 
C ULLITAN, FRANK T. 
C u ;o.rMI S, JAMES A. 
DAILEY, JAMES T. 
DEERING, LAURE CE C. 
DELAHUNTY, JAMES C. 
DEMPSEY, HARRY J. 
DEMPSEY, JOSEPH C. 
DIEMERT, JAMES 
DITTOE, \iVILFRID C. 
Dou IlLER, HERMAN 
DORLE, FRA K J. 
DREHER, JOSEPH 
DRUCKENBROD, LAURE CE 
DUNN, FRANK 
DUN 1, JAMES 
DUNOWSKI, JOHN 
DYAS, CHARLES 
EMIG, JOH 
EMIG, WILLIAM 
EscH, WILLIAM 
FAFLIK, FRA 1 K J. 
FASS ACHT, EDWARD C. 
FElT, PETER P. 
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FIES~NGER, FRANK J. 
FINNIGA ' , THOMAS J. 
FISH, STILL l A T F. 
FR,ERICKS, GERALD 
GARVEY, EDWARD F. 
GAVI ' PATRICK 
GI:BBONS, RICHARD P. 
GIEL, FRANK V. 
KE NEDY, J OHN 
KILROY, J OHN 
KILRO\', THOMA F. 
KIRBY, THOMAS 
KLAFCZY:\' KI, R OMAN 
KLED\IIENZ, GEORGE 
KOCII, A T llO?\Y P. 
KOOB, GEORGE L. 
G.RAVENSTRETER, EDWARD KOSTER, BERNARD 
GREIF, CliARLE . KRAMER, EDWARD c. 
GRIImE ', EDWARD KRAMER, HERBERT 
GRO SER, JOH?\ J. KROHMER, AUGUST R. 
HAGGERTY, WILLIAM F. 
HAMM, ERNEST C. 
HAM 1ER, LEO 0 . 
H AN LEY, JAMES 
HAJ<R LN c;ToN, GEORGE 
HAU CK, CHARLES 
HE,ROLD, AR;\1I . 
H OGAN , FRA K S. 
Hov 'ES, JOHN 
Hu.RD, Jov A. 
JANXOWSKI, JOSEPH 
J ONE , ROBERT 
JOYCE, TH0;\1AS 
KAWCZYNSKI , JOHN T . 
KELLEY, EDWARD M. 
KELLEY, A 'D REW J. 
LACKAMP, ER 'E. T A. 
LAMB, A ' DREW J. 
LA;-.m, RICHARD J. 
LA ·z, HERMA • 
LEBLOND, H UBE in C . 
LESS ' ER, J ULTU . P. 
LITTWINSKI, J Oin 
LO NG, MATTH EW D. 
LUKAS, ALBE RT 
).1cCARTHY, MARTI ' 
M c DoNOUGH, JA~1E M . 
McDOJ:\OUGH, FRED F. 
M c HALE, JA?.IL P. 
McKEARNEY, WILLIAM . \. 
11cKEN ' A, J A 1ES A. 
11AERDER, J OSEPH E. 
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~IAHONEY, THO.\[:\ 
}.fALECKI, \Til CE:\T 
}.fAN' I::\ G, JOHN J. 
}.fANNIN G, TlfO.\IAS L. 
)1.,\J\'C, \\ !LLIAM 
MASAT, ALBERT ]. 
~lAY, FRA K 
}.lEJ!LIKG, }.fORTHlER F. 
11ERICKEL, JOII i 
}.!EYER, PETER 
YliLLER, WILLIA~I 
}.IINARICK, FRXt\K L. 
Y!ISif, EDGAR 
::\ifOONEY, EDGAR J. 
£.lORAN, J OHN J. 
MORAN, WILLIA~l P. 
::\1ULLI GAN THO.\IAS P. 
::\1UTH, WJLLlAl\f F . 
MURPHY, }.fURLAN J. 
AEGELE, JOSEPH 
NASH, \VILLIA.\1 
ORTO ', EUGENE 
O'BRIEN, CHARLE 
O'BRIEN, JOHN J. 
0':::-.IALLEY, CHARLES 
O'MALLEY, WILLIA I G. 
O'REILLY, THOMAS J. 
J)ATTO , BERNARD J. 
P.\ WL\K, FR.\NK 
PHALEN, GEORGE 
P OTTS, JOllN ]. 
PR UD IJO.\IE, ARMA l [) 
QU!;-.il\', jA.\IES 
QUIN:-1 , }.II lf AEL J. 
RADDATZ, WILLIAM J. 
RAPS, BRUNO 
RETDV, LEWIS C. 
REILLY, EDWARD A. 
RENCK, CHARLES A. 
RIESTER, ALBERT 
RILEY, )[lC!IAEL 
RI::\ (;, TIIO.\L\S G. 
R OEMER, CHARLES J. 
ROSE BERG, PERCY 
SCHAIDER, E:'IIIL 
CHELLENTRAECER, BER 'D 
SCHELLENTRAE(;ER, JOSEPII 
SCHINDLER, CIIARLES 
ScHLITz, JosEPII 
SCH.\lOLDT, RAV.\lOND 
CHOLZ, OTTO 
SCULL!?-!, ]A.\IE A. 
SEIBEL, FRANK 
SEXTON, FRA! K 
SINXOTT, WILLIA.\1 L. 
SPANOWSKI, ] 0 EP!I 
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, l'IT/..IG, EDWARD J. 
SPIT/..! ·, JOSEI'II 0. 
SPIT/..IG, Luu rs B. 
STA TO , FRAi-<ClS 
STEWART, ROBERT 
STUBER, FRJ\ K 
SzEMPLACIIOWSKI, JOSEPII 
TE PAS, ALBERT H. 
TERREL, 'TII O;\IA. 
TERWOORD, FRA~K 
TRACY, J OliN E. 
TRAPP, JOSE)>!! 
TRAYNOR, RAV~10i-<D 
\ AN BER<;EN, THEODORE 
'vVACllS:'I!AN::-:, E I{ \\T\ 
vVALINsKr, NicuoLAs 
WARD, ROBERT P. 
'VVErss, Lours 
WELTER, PETER C. 
W ENZ, JAMES 
WISSING, WILLIA:'-1 
ZE KERT, CHARLES A. 
ZIM:\!ER, OTTO 
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rS.liferar~ Glnferfainmcnf. 
November 20, 1900. 
PROGRAMME. 
I. Festi,·al March, . 
. ....... . Pie/. 
. .... . . ... . . 
COLLEGE ORCHESTRA. 
2. The Plan of the Colosseum- Essay, .. .. .. F~-:.\1\K Fmsn~c;ER . 
. . . Abt. 
"Ueber den Slernen," . . . . . . . . 3· 
CoLLE<:E CHOIR. 
4· The Architect of the Colosseum- Essay, .. .. ·w iLLIAM NASH. 
S· Solo: "The Two Grenadiers," . . . . . . . . . . . . Sclwmanu. 
CIIAI<LES RoE~IE R, accompanied by Wa.L I A~I RADDATZ. 
6. 'rhe Last Victim of the Colosseum - Essay, . . . . HERMA K LAN G. 
7· Violin Solo : "Flo,,·er Song," . . . . . . . . . G. Lang . 
RAYMOND BR.\DY. 
8. History of the Colosseum from the Middle Ages 
to the Present Time-Essay,. . . . RICHARD LAMB. 
9· T he Roman Colosseum, the Glory of ~Iartyrs-Oration . 
FRANK ATZBERC:ER. 
ro. '' T he i\lartyr's Crowtl, '· 
T ABLEAL'. 
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~ecepfion 
Given to Very R ev. Father Provincial Charles Schaeffer, ·. J. 
April ::u, 1901. 
PROGRAMME. 
PART I- \YEI.com;. 
I . L atin Address, . . 
2. Sl. Charles Borromeo - Oration, 
. Ar;DRE\\" J. LA~IB . 
. TIIO~!AS G. RI:O:G. 
3· Ad S. Carolum Borromeum. Latin Poem. deli\·ered by 
EDWARD KRA~IER. 
PART II-CLASS E xERCISES. 
I. Contest on Latin Irregular Verbs, . . . . ... SEco:-:D AcADE~llc. 
2. "Satan finds som e mischief still for idle hands to do "-Essay. 
H tiiiERT LE BLO!'iD. 
3· Scene from hakcspeare's Coriolanus, done into Latin by 
CLA. s OF PoETRY. 
4· Some Chapters of T om Playfai r, dramatized, . . THIRD ACADDIIC. 
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£iu(lolf, 
1)1-," 111 ,·1 of tile Time of Otto the (;real , A II i~torical " 
1,1 REI' . r\. GrG<:E:\IlERC:ER, S. J. 
May 22 , 1901. 
PROGRAMME. 
CAS'l' OF HARACTERS. 
Otto I., the Great, . \Vm. J. Raddatz. 
Liudolf, elde~t Son of Otto . . . · Thos. (~. Ring. 
St. \,;!rich, Bishop of Augsburg . . B. J. Patton. 
Henry of Bavaria, Otto's Brother · Jas. A. ::'llcKenna. 
·Conrad of Lorraine, Otto's Son-in-law . . Chas. J. Roemer. 
Arnulf, Count Palatine . . . Fr. R. Alzbcrger. 
Henry, Count of Kempten . . . . . . . Thos. J. O'Reilly. 
Roland of Kyburg . . . . . . . . . . . .-\. C. Riester. 
Dietbold of Dettingen,} Brothers of Ulrich . { '~hos. F . Kilroy. 
)[angold, E. A. Re11ly. 
Bruno, Chaplain to St. Ch·ich . . E. Burke. 
Eberhard, an Officer . J. J. Kawczinski. 
Rupert, 1 r.-\. J. Lamb. 
Kuno, ! 1 J. ::'>Ierickel. 
Kurd, ~Bavarian and Suabian oldiers . . . 1 Fr. A. T erwoorcl. 
Lothar, J Wm. Nash. 
Philip, Thos. Terrell. 
Waldemar, ( 1 J as. Cummins. 
Eckhard, 1. Saxon Soldiers. . . . . . . . . . . John Dunovski. Wolfram, E. C. Fassna<.:ht. 
T ocsony, newly elected Chief of the ;\Iagyars or 
Hungarians . . . . . . . . E. I. Calvey. 
Geysa, his Son, later first Christian King of Hun-
gary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wm. ::'IIcKearney. 
L ehel, a Hungarian Duke or Prince . . . . R. Lamb. 
Fynn-Ugria, } { Fr. Fiesingcr. 
{)styak, Taltos or ll!agyar Priests . H. C. L e Blond . 
.Marot, Chas. P . Belle. 
:Benno, a Peasant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. C. Kramer. 
Boys, Pages, a Chamberlain, ::'IIessenger, Hungarian Scouts 
and Warrior . 
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CIJARI.ES R liNCK. 
CIL\RLES RO~:)J ER . 
CLASS OF r9or. 
.\l.BERT C. RIESTER. 
THQ)I AS G. kll\G. 
FR \~ K .\TZ BERGER. 
FRAC\K FAFUK. 
J.I)IES )J C Kl·.~~.\. EDWARD C.\ L \ "F.Y. 
ST. IC~~ A TIUS' COLLEGE, 1900- 1901. 
3fiffeenfh ~nnual (Sommencemenf. 
Monday, June 24, 1901. 
PROGRAMME. 
Overture -" Cym bclinc," . 
Origin of Civil Authority, 
. . . . Crocucwald. 
• \VJ!. I.!AM RADDA rz. 
"Q,·cr the Stars"- Solo, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J A\llcS BYR:\E. 
Rights of Civil Authority, ..... 
"King of the Forest am I "-Solo, 
Philosophy, the Queen of Sciences, . 
i>Iarch - "Hurrah Boys," 
Address to the Graduates, 
. . JosEPH TR.\1'1'. 
• \VI LLIA~I • TUllER. 
. . J A\IES )fcDo:o:Ot:GH . 
. . . . . . . . . . . Colyn. 
. REV. GILBERT P. ]E:O:l\1:\GS. 
Conferring of Degrees and Award of Diplomas-Distribution of Prize . 
-43 -
.. 
ST. IGX ATIUS' COLLEGE, 1900- I9or. 
DEGREES. 
The Degree of Bacltelor of Arts was conferred upon 
:B'RANK T. OULLIT AN , 
JAMES M. McDONOUGH , 
WILLIAM J . RADDATZ, 
JOSEPH M. TRAPP. 
- 44-
T. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, 1900- r9or. 
CERTIFICATES. 
Certific..~tes for completing the Classical Course of 
Studies were awarded to the following students: 
FRANK A. ATZBERGER, 
EDWARD T. CALVEY, 
FRANK J. F AFLIK, 
JAMES A. McKENNA, 
CHARLES A. RENCK, 
ALBERT C. RIESTER, 
THOMAS G. RING, 
CHARLES J. ROEMER. 
....:_ 45 -
• 
ST. IGXATIUS' COLLEGE, I 900- I 90 !. 
DISTRIBUTIO OF PRIZES. 
CLASSICAL COURSE. 
Cla ss of Rhetoric. 
GoLD MEDAL awarded to ... THOMAS G. RI G. 
Presented by RT. REV. M. GR. FELIX M. BoFF, V .G. 
Premium, . ... .. . FRA rr A. ATZBERGER. 
DISTINGUISHED IN: 
EYIDENCES OF RELIGION . Frank]. Failik, 
Albert C. Riester, 
Charles A. Renck, 
Charles J. Roemer. 
LATif\ . 
GREEK 
E NGLISH 
MATHEMATIC 
HISTORY .. . .... . 
:l\ ATURAL PHILOSOPHY 
. Frank J. Faftik, 
Charles]. Roemer. 
. Frank J. Failik, 
Charles J. Roemer. 
. Albert C. Riester, 
James A. McKenna. 
. Charles A. Renck 
' 
Albert C. Riester, 
Charles J. Roemer. 
. Albert C. R 1ester. 
. Albert C. Riester, 
Charles A . Renck. 
ST. IG ATIUS' COLLEGE, 190o I <)O J. 
Class of Poelr)', 
GOLD MEDAL awarded to . ED\V ARD C. KRA::.IER . 
Presented by REv. SERAPHIN BAUER, D. D. 
First Premium , . 
Second Prcm iu111 , 
. FRANK J. FIESI TGER. 
. . . . RICHARD LAMB. 
DISTINGUISTIED I r : 
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION .. Joseph Maerder, 
Carl Belle, 
LATIN". . .... ... . 
GREEK . 
ENGLL H 
MATHE lirA TIC 
HI TORY .. . 
Julius Lessner, 
Mortimer ~1ehling . 
. Julius Lessner, 
Joseph Maerder, 
Carl Belle . 
. Mortimer ?-.Iehling, 
Carl Belle . 
. J oseph Maerder, 
Mortimer Mehling, 
Bernard Patton , 
Carl Belle, 
Edward Reilly . 
. John Manning, 
Carl Belle . 
. Joseph Maerder, 
Bernard Patton , 
Mortimer Mehling. 
A TURAL PHILO OPH -;,- . . . Mortimer :Mehling. 
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ST. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, 19oo- r9or. 
cta11s of aumantttes. 
GoLD MEDAL awarded to . JOHi'J T. KAvVCZY I SKI. 
Presented by REV. CASIMIR REICHLl . 
First Premium . 
Second Premium 
Tlzird Premium 
Fourt!t Premium 
. THOMA J. O'REILLY. 
H UBERT LE BLO D. 
. WILLIA~l NASH. 
. ANTON KOCH. 
DISTINGU ISHED IN: 
EVIDE;'-ICES OF RELIGIO ... . Edward Fassnacht 
' 
John Merickel, 
Ed ward Garvey, 
Albert Masat, 
William l-Iang, 
Eugene Nor ton, 
Thomas Mulligan, 
Frank Terwoord. 
LATIN ... · · · · · . . John Merickel, 
GREEK .. .. ..... . 
ENGLISH • 0 ••••• 0 • 
Albert 1-.lasat, 
Edward Fassnacht 
Thomas Mulligan. 
Edward Fassnacht 
] ohn Merickel, 
Ed ward Garvey. 
· James Cummins, 
Thomas Mulligan, 
Edward Garvey. 
' 
' 
ST. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, 1900-190!. 
MATHEMATICS. . . . . . . Thomas "Mulligan, 
John Kilroy, 
Leo Ilammcr. 
HISTORY .... . ..... Thomas Mulligan, 
John Merickel, 
Edward Fassnacht, 
Frank Terwoord, 
Emil Schaider. 
First A.cadernlc. 
GOLD MEDAL awarded to . . . ANDREW J. LAMB. 
Presented by REV. NICHOLAS PFEIL. 
First Premium . . 
Second Premium . 
T!tird Premium . 
. GEORGE KOOB. 
. HERMAN LA G. 
. RA Y1IO D TRAYNOR. 
DISTINGUISHED I ': 
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE ... Vincent Malecki, 
Peter Meyer, 
James Dailey. 
LA TIN . . . . . . . . . . . . Albert Te Pas, 
Peter Meyer, 
James Dailey, 
Vincent Malecki. 
GREEK .......... . Peter Meyer, 
Thomas Terrell, 
Aloysius Chaloupka, 
James Dailey. 
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ENGLISH ......... . Peter Meyer, 
Vincent Malecki, 
Albert Tc Pas, 
Thomas Terrell . 
ALGEBRA . . . . . . . . . . Albert T e Pas, 
Thomas Terrell. 
GEOMETRY. 
HISTORY . 
. Thomas T errell. 
. Vincent Malecki, 
Edward Spitzig, 
Peter Meyer, 
Aloysius Chaloupka, 
Thomas Terrell, 
James Dailey. 
second Academic. 
GoLD MEDAL awarded to 
JOSEPH CHLITZ.~ e.x aequo. 
EDWARD BURKE, 
Presented by REV. EDWARD 11EARS. 
First Premium . . 
Second Premium . . 
Tltird Premium . . 
Fourt!t Premium. 
Fijt!t Premium . 
Si.xtlz Premium . 
Seventh Premium . 
. JOHN CASEY. 
. EDWARD CONRY. 
. RICHARD GIBBONS. 
. JOHN O'BRIEN. 
. OTTO ZIMMER. 
. MURLAN MURPHY. 
-so-
ST. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, 1900- 1901. 
DISTINGUISIIED TN: 
CHRISTIA DOCTRI E ... Peter Welter, 
Martin ~IcCarthy, 
Charles Zenkert, 
Bernard Berendsen, 
Louis Spitzig, 
Joy Hurd, 
Robert Stewart. 
LA TIN. . . . . . . . . . . . Martin McCarthy, 
Bernard Berendsen, 
\Villiam Haggerty, 
Peter \Velter, 
Robert Stewart. 
GREEK. . . . . ....... "Martin iiicCarthy, 
Bern<trd Berendsen, 
Peter \Velter, 
Charles Zenkert, 
Frank Stanton, 
William Byrnes. 
ENGLISH .... . ..... William Haggerty, 
Peter ·welter, 
).Iartin McCarthy, 
Charles Dyas . 
ALGEBRA 
- SI-
. Martin McCarthy, 
Louis Spitzig, 
William Byrnes, 
William Sinnott. 
• 
ST. IG~ATIUS' COLLEGE, 1900- 1901. 
HISTORY .......... Martin McCarthy; 
Louis Spitzig, 
James Scullin, 
Charles Dyas. 
Third Acadentlc. 
Division A. 
GoLD MEDAL awarded to ... . THOMAS KIRBY. 
Presented by Ho . F. Y. FAULHABER . 
First Premium . 
Saond Premium 
T/zird Premium 
Fourtlt Premium 
. JOHN POTTS. 
. FRA K STUBER. 
. JOHN MORAN . 
ElL COLLINS. 
DI TI GUlSHED I ' : 
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE . Joseph N:tegele, 
George Buermann, 
LATIN .... 
Robert Ward , 
James Wenz, 
Louis Reidy, 
James Quinn. 
. .... Wilfrid Dittoe, 
James Wenz, 
Charles Schindler 
Louis Reidy, 
' 
Laurence Druckenbrod. 
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ST. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, 1900- 190t. 
ENGLISH . . . . . . . . . Wilfrid Dittoe, 
Charles Schindler, 
Robert Ward. 
A RITH \I ETIC 
ALGEBRA 
HISTORY ... 
GEOGRAPHY .. 
Laurence Deering, 
James Quinn. 
. Wilfrid Dittoe, 
James Diemert, 
Charles Bohlken, 
James Wenz, 
Joseph Spanowski, 
Laurence Druckenbrod . 
. Joseph Spanowski, 
Wilfrid Dittoe, 
Laurence Druckenbrod, 
James Wenz, 
George Buermann . 
. James Quinn, 
James vVenz, 
Joseph Naegele, 
Robert Ward, 
George Buermann . 
. Stillman Fish, 
Joseph Naegele, 
Charles Schindler. 
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ST. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, 19oo- I901 . 
BOOKKEEP ! G .. . ... Joc:eph Spanowski, 
James Wenz, 
Joseph Jaegele, 
Louis Reidy, 
Wilfrid Dittoe, 
Edward Gribben, 
George Buermann. 
PENMA TSHIP . . . . . . Wilfrid Dittoe, 
Laurence Druckenbrod, 
Edgar Misch, 
Edward Gribben, 
James Quinn. 
Third Acadetutc . 
Dlvl• lon B. 
GoLD MEDAL awarded to ... JOSEPH DEMPSEY. 
Presented by MR. HENRY TRENKA 1P. 
First Premium . 
Second Prcmiuut 
Tltz"rd Prmzwm 
Fourth Premiu·m 
Fzjtlt Premium . 
. THOMAS 1\IAN I G. 
. HARRY DEMPSEY. 
. FRANK HOGA . 
. F RANK J\IIN AR IK. 
. FRA K SEXTON. 
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ST. IG ATIUS' COLLEGE, 1900-1901. 
DISTINGUISHED Ir : 
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE . Carl Delahunty, 
Peter Feit, 
LATIN 
Roman Klafczynski, 
Charles O'Brien, 
James Byrne, 
Raymond Schmoldt, 
Joseph Dreher . 
. Robert Jones, 
James McHale, 
Charles O'Brien, 
William Brassel, 
Frank May, 
Carl Delahunty . 
ENGLISH ... . . .... Charles O'Brien, 
Carl Delahunty, 
Robert Jones, 
James McHale. 
James Byrne, 
Frank May, 
ARITHMETIC 
j ay Grosser, 
Joseph Spitzig . 
. William McKearney, 
Peter Feit, 
Herbert Kramer, 
Charles Greif, 
Frank May. 
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ST. IG ATIUS' COLLEGE, r9oo- 190 1 . 
ALGEBRA 0 •• 0 ••• 
. William McKearney, 
Peter Feit, 
William Brassel, 
James McHale, 
Edward Cahill. 
HISTORY ......... Carl Delahunty, 
Roman Klafczynski, 
William i-lcKearney , 
Charles O'Brien, 
Ed ward Cahill, 
Jay Grosser. 
James McHale. 
GEOGRAPHY .... .. . Robert Jones, 
James 1\I c H::~l e, 
Charles O'Brien. 
BOOKKEEPING . Carl Delahunty, 
Bernard Koster , 
Charles Greif. 
William :McKearney, 
Peter Feit, 
James McHale, 
Frank :May. 
PENMANSHIP ...... James Byrne, 
Clifford Callahan. 
- s6-
ST . IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, 1900-190t. 
Ci&88 Of Rudtmeut!il. 
GOLD MEDAL awarded to ..... JOSEPH QUINN. 
Presented by TIIEODORE A. WEED, ).I. D. 
First Premium . 
Second Premium 
Tltird Prellliwn 
. WILLIAM MUTH. 
. MICHAEL RILEY . 
. JOHN LI'l'TW[N KI. 
DISTlNGU l SIIED IN: 
CHRlSTIA DOCTRINE .. John E. Tracy , 
James Dunn, 
Nicholas 'vValinski, 
Frank Dunn. 
SACRED HISTORY . . George Harrington, 
Nicholas Walinski, 
John E . Tracy. 
ENGLISH . . ...... . . John E. Tracy , 
ARITHMETIC 
LATI 
GEOGRAPHY .. . ... . 
· PENi\JA SHIP 
James Dunn, 
Charles O'l\Ialley . 
. Ernest Hamm, 
Otto Scholz. 
icholas \Valinski, 
John E. Tracy, 
Charles 0' .\lalley, 
Ernest Hamm. 
icholas W alinski, 
John E. Tracy, 
Frank Seibel. 
. Charles O'Malley . 
Frank Giel. 
- S7-
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ST. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, t9oo-t901. 
ENGLISH LITERATURE. 
THE GoLD MEDH donatect. by Rr. RE \' . M Gl{. T. P. 
THORPE, for the be t English Ji]ssay, competed 
for by the stuct.ents of Rhetoric ann Poetry, was 
awardect. to. . THOMAS G. RING. 
11 e.rt i11 M,rit . . . . . . . ALBERT C. RIESTEl={.. 
RICHARD LAMB. 
Subject : "Cha.racter of Macbeth." 
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81. IGNATIL ," COLLEGE, I900- 1901. 
First Prcmwm 
Second Prcmiu11. 
Dis t ing11 is !ted 
Premium .. 
Distinguisltcd 
GERMAN COURSE. 
Literalurtc-. 
FIRST CLASS. 
. JOSEPH MAERDER. 
. JOSEPH SCHLITZ . 
. Ju1ius P. Lessner, 
P. Anthony Koch, 
Frank A. Atzberger, 
Otto Zimmer, 
Albert C. Riester, 
Edward C. Kramer, 
John Zenkert, 
Emil L. Scha1der. 
SECOND CLA S . 
. RICHARD LAMB. 
. John T. Kawczynski~ 
Thomas O'Reilly, 
Hubert LeBlond. 
-s9-
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r 
ST. IG ATIUS' COLLEGE, 1900-1901. 
First Premium . 
Seco1td Premium 
Distz'nguisl1cd . 
Premium . . 
Distinguished 
First Premium . 
Second Premium 
Distinguislted 
THIRD CLAS . 
. GEORGE KOOB. 
. FRANK ST BER. 
. Erwin Wachsmann, 
Joseph aegele, 
Bernard Bercnclsen, 
George Buermann, 
Louis Spitzig, 
Peter Welter. 
Gra tum a r. 
FIRST CLASS. 
. ANDREW J. LAMB. 
. Bernard J. Patton, 
Leo Hammer, 
Edward A. Reilly, 
Albert Te Pas. 
SECOND CLASS. 
EDWARD BURKE. 
VI NCE T MALECKI. 
Ed ward Conry, 
Richard Gibbons, 
William Haggerty, 
Murlan Murphy. 
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S1. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, 1900_ 190 !. 
First Prc11li1111l . 
Second Premium 
Distinguislted 
First Prc111ium . 
S econd Premium 
Dis tinguis /zed 
Fzrst Premium . 
Second Premiu·m 
T!tird Premium 
Fourth Premium 
Distinguished 
THIRD CLA ·s. 
Division A. 
. FRA IK H OGA N . 
. JOSEPH DE11PSEY. 
. Robert Jones, 
Harry Dempsey, 
Thomas Manning, 
John Tracy. 
THIRD CLASS. 
Division B. 
. JOHN CASEY . 
. JOHN MERICKEL. 
Jo:,r Hurd, 
Edward Cahill , 
Albert Lukas, 
Frank Minarik , 
Charles Dyas. 
FOURTH CLASS . 
. JOHN POTTS, 
. MARTI McCARTHY, 
. THOMAS KIRBY, 
. PETER F. COX. 
. Neil Collins, 
Joseph Quinn, 
John Littwinski, 
Ernest Hamm , 
Nicholas Walinski. 
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T. IGNATIU ' COLLEGE, 1900- 19 01 . 
OPTIONAL COURSES. 
Premium . . . 
Distin.rsuislted . 
Premium ... 
Distinguis!ted . 
Pre·mium . . . 
Dist inguislted . 
First Premium . 
S econd Pren#um . 
Distingu.zslted . . 
Freucb. 
JIIGHER CO UR S E . 
. FRA K A. ATZBERGER. 
. Armand Prudhome , 
Charles Renck. 
LOWER COURSE . 
. EDWARD FASSNACHT. 
. John Casey , 
Otto Zimmer. 
Sing-Ing. 
. JAMES BYRNE. 
. \\ illiam Stuber. 
Bookkeeping. 
. JOSEPH A. SCHLITZ. 
. LOU IS SPI'l'ZIG. 
. Leo 0. Hammer, 
Richard Gibbons, 
James Daley, 
Otto Zimmer, 
Erwin vVachsmann. 
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ST. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, r9oo-r901. 
Junior C ontest In Declarna tlou. 
DECEMBER I 7, 1900 . 
PRIZE awarded to . 
Nezt in Merit . . . 
. JOSEPH SCHLITZ. 
. JOH 0' BRIE , 
WILLIAM McKEARNEY. 
' 
ST. IG~ATIUS' COLLEGE, '900-1 90 1. 
ROLL OF HONOR. 
Containiug the names of those students whose Conduct 
bas been exemplary throughout the year. 
Arthur, Grant De:npsey. Joseph H . 
Atzberger. Frank Dittoe, Wilfrid 
Beck, Henry Doubler, Herman 
Belle, Charles Dreher , Joseph 
Berenclsen, Bernard Druckenbrod, Laurence 
Brassel, William Dunn , Frank 
Bruening, Leo Dunn, James 
Buermann, George Dyas, Charles 
Burke, Edward Emig, John 
Byrne, James Emig, William 
Byrnes, William Fafiik, Frank 
Cahill, Ed ward F assnacht, Edward 
Callahan, Clifford Feit, Pete r 
Calvey, Edward Fiesinger, Frank 
Casey, John Garvey, Ed ward 
Collins, Jeil Gibbons , Richard 
Conry, Ed ward Gravenstreter. Edward 
Cox, Peter Grosser, John 
Cummins, James Haggerty, William 
Dailey, James Hamm, Ernest 
Delahunty, James Hammer, Leo 
Dempsey, Joseph Hanley, James 
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ST. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, 1900- I901. 
Harrington, George 
IIauck, Charles 
Herold, Armin 
Hogan, Frank 
Hoynes, John 
Hurd, Joy 
Jankowski, Joseph 
Kawczynski, John 
Kilroy, John 
Kilroy, Thomas 
Kirby, Thomas 
Klafczynski, Roman 
Koch, Anton 
Koob, George 
Koster, Bernard 
Kramer, Edward 
Kramer, Herbert 
Lamb, Andrew 
Lamb, Richard 
Lang, Herman 
LeBlond, Huuert 
Lukas, Albert 
IcCarlhy, liiartin 
UcHalc, James 
l\IcKcarney, William 
McKenna, James 
Maerder, Joseph 
Malecki, Vincent 
Manning, John 
:-ranning, Thomas 
Mang, William 
Masat, Albert 
May, Frank 
Mehling, nlortimer 
Merickel, John 
Meyer, Peter 
Minarik, Frank 
:Misch, Edgar 
Moran, John 
Mulligan, Thomas 
·Murphy, Murlan 
Muth, William 
Naegele, Joseph 
ash, William 
O'Brien, Charles· 
O'Brien, John 
O'lllalley, Charles 
O'Reilly, Thomas 
Patton, Bernard 
Potts, John 
Prudhome, Armand 
Quinn, James 
Quinn, Joseph 
Reidy, Lewis 
Reilly, Ed ward 
Renck, Charles 
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T. IG:\ A TJUS' COLLEGE, I 900 19 0 I 0 
Riester, Albert Stanton, Francis 
Riley, Michael Stewart, Robert 
Ring, Thomas Stuber, Frank 
Roemer, Charles Szemplachowski, Joseph 
Schaider, Emil Terrell, Thomas 
Schindler, Charles Terwoord, Frank 
Schlitz, Joseph Tracy, John 
Schmoldt, Raymond Traynor, Paymond 
Scholz, Otto Van Bergen, Theodore 
Scullin , James Ward, Robert 
Seibel, Frank Wachsmann, Erwin 
Sexton, Frank '\Ve1ter, Peter 
Sinnott, William \\Tenr-, James 
r 
Spanowski, Joseph Zenkert, Charles 
Spitzig, Ed\\'arcl Zimmer, Otto 
Spitzig, Louis 
-66 
S1. IGNATIUS' COLLEGE, 1900- 190 1. 
ROLL OI~ H 
Conta ining the names of those students whose ./lpplica -
tion has been sati sfactory throughout the year. 
Atzbero-er, Fr:.tnk 
Belle, Charles 
Bcrcndsen, Bernard 
Brasscl, William 
Bucrmann , George 
Burke, E dward 
Byrne, James 
Byrnes, Willi am 
Cahill, Edwa rd 
Calvey , Edward 
Casey , J ohn 
Collins, Neil 
Conry, Edward 
Cox, Pe ter 
Daley, James 
Delahunty, James 
Dempsey, Joseph 
Dempsey, Joseph H. 
Dunn, Frank 
Dunn, James 
Dy as , Charles 
Faflik, F rank 
Fassnacht, Ed ward 
} iesinger, Frank 
Fish, Stillman 
Garvey, Edward 
Gibbons, Richard 
Hamm, Ernest 
Hammer, Leo 
Han1ey, James 
Harrington, George 
Hogan , Frank 
Hurd, J oy 
Jankowski, Joseph 
Jones, Robert 
Joyce, Thomas 
Kawczynski, John 
Kilroy, John 
Kirby, Thomas 
Klafczynski, Rom3.n 
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Koch , Anthony 
Koob, George 
Kramer, Edward 
Lamb, Andrew 
Lamb, Richard 
Lang, Herman 
Le Blond, Hubert 
Littwinski, John 
Lukas, Albert 
McCarthy, Martin 
McKearney, W illiam 
McKenna, James 
Maerder, Jose ph 
Malecki. Vincent 
Manning, John 
Manning, Thomas 
Mang . Will iam 
Masat, Albert 
May, Frank 
Mehling, Mortimer 
Merickel, John 
Meyer, Peter 
Minarik, F rank 
Moran, John 
Mull igan, T homas 
Murphy, Murlan 
Muth, W11liam 
Nash, William 
O'Brien , Charles 
O'Reill y, Thomas 
Patton , Bernard 
Potts, John 
Quinn, James 
Quinn , Joseph 
Reidy, Lewis 
Reilly . Eclwarcl 
Renck, Charles 
Riester, Albert 
Riley, Mich:cel 
Ring, Thomas 
Roeme r, Charles 
Rosenberg, Percy 
Schaicler , Emil 
Schinc1ler , Charles 
Schlitz, Joseph 
Schmoldt, Raymond 
Scholz, Otto 
Seibel, F rank 
Spanowski, Joseph 
Spitzig, Ecl ward 
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Spitzig, Louis 
Stewart, Robert 
Stuber, Frank 
Terwoord, Frank 
Traynor, Raymond 
Welter, Peter 
Wenz, James 
Zenkert, Charles 
Zimmer, Otto 
School reopens Tuesday, September 3, 1901. 
Entrance Examinations will be held August 30 and 3 r . 
L. D. S. 
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